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A numerical code for solving the bounce- averaged 
Fokker- Planck eq..Jation has been developed and its 
applications to the transports in helical systems have 
been carried out. The present numerical code is mJch 
faster and rrore efficient cOfl'lXlred with existing 
transport codes such as DKES cocie, which up to roN 

gives the most useful and well-pervasive numerical 
tool for studying transpa-ts in toroidal systems. A 
CorllJarison of the transpa-t results bas'ed on both 
DKES and the present codes hils been made , 
particularly, in detail associated with effect of radial 
electric field on the confinement improvement .. 

f1Jthough a large am:xJnt of analytical formJla 
have been developed to study the neoclassical 
transport in helical systems, the greater part of 
these theories were a-iginally based on a nurrber of 
somehaN disconnected eXfYessions for transpa-t 
coefficients wtich were derived in dfferent regimes 
of collisional frequency and which in general cb not· 
match srmothly and correctly. Furtherrrore, a 
nurrber of assurrptions such as freq..Jency a-dering 
were made for deriving analytical expressions which 
substantially limt its validity. To study these 
neoclassical transport in helical systems, numerical 
cocies such as DKES code and PFSTL code have also 
been developed. However, the cC>l11Jll"tational time 
becomes remarkatly long am these analytical and 
numerical dscussi<X1S have not been corrpletely 
understcx:x:f, particularly, in the presence of boundary 
layer associated with radial electric field. When the 
hel i cal tor us of our inter est has a I ar ge nurrber of 
per i cx:J N in the tor oi dal di recti on and the r otati onal 
transfa-m of the magnetic line of force per pericx:J is 
small, however, the particle motion can be described 
in terms of the so- called I ongtudinal adiabatic 
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invariant J. In the fYevious study, the neoclassical 
transport in the helical torus is refa-mJlated on the 

basis of the bounce averaged a-ot theory. The 
numerical code solving bounce averaged 
Fokker- Planck equation is developed. In solving the 
linearized Fokker- Planck equation, the function is 
Fourier exparx:led with respect to the fX>Ioidal angle 
and the cuoc 8- spline expanded with respect to the 
rrodulus y, which will be defined later, such as y=' 
corresponds to the boundary of the ripple trapped and 
passing particles. The appearance of the boundary 
layer makes the Legendre pdynanial expansion for 
the pitch angle, which is frequently used in the 
existing transport codes, inappropriate. The use of 
the variable mesh size allows to use the finer mesh 
in the region where the boundary layer develops. 

f1Jthoug, a rrodel mag1etic field is frequently 
employed in the rrx>St neoclassical transpa-t 
theories, in the present study, the magnetic fields 
used ar e cal cui ated by M~ code [5] fa- fi xed coi I 
currents. Then, transport coefficients are evaluated 
fa- the realistic magnetic field data such as the 
Large Helical Device( LHD) parameters. The 
transport coefficients for a pasma with Maxwellian 
distribution are also discussed. Finally, the effect of 
electric field on neoclassical transport is analyzed in 
detail. A typical result is shown in Fig.' . 
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Fig.' Reduction of diffusion coefficient 0 due to 
electric field in low collisionality region 
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